IMAGINE

Crystal Stitch / Hardanger

CRYSTAL STITCH - Fragment

HARDANGER - Crete

CRYSTAL STITCH - Crystalline

HARDANGER - Alpine Rib

Crystal Stitch

Hardanger

As we move into higher end Residential design, floorcoverings become
jewelry for the home.

Milliken’s new collection “Hardanger” was inspired by traditional fabrics
that reflect warmth, comfort and artistic craftsmanship. For the foundation
of this collection we created a fabric that brings to mind the large woolen
yarns knitted into chunky cables on your favorite winter sweater. It is a fabric
that envelopes you with warmth and well-being….perfect for the home. The
term Hardanger comes from a Nordic embroidery form stitched with layered
threads that give a squared appearance. Inspired by the ability to bring this
traditional art to the forefront of modern design, Milliken has created a
patterning technique that mimics this stitched aesthetic. When this method
is paired with the thick cables, a unique and modern look is created. A nod
to the past and designing for the future is truly Milliken’s legacy.

Much like the Earth builds its crystals with various layers of mineral,
pressure and heat, Milliken’s Crystal Stitch collection has formed its new
fabrics for the floor with layers of various yarns, texture and color. Its three
luxurious bases capture and reflect subtle hints of light like the facets in a
gem. Lush and varied textures bring interest and visual movement to the
home as subdued colors achieve a warm and understated elegance.
Crystal Stitch is a beautiful collection of fabrics that will enable designers
to create luxurious and comfortable spaces. 6 products are offered in this
collection in light to mid toned sophisticated neutrals.

HARDANGER - Marl Tweed

CRYSTAL STITCH - Elemental

HARDANGER - Stamford

FRAGMENT Whether you are defining a space or enhancing your
décor, Fragment can help complete your look and warm your space
with ease. This striking tip-sheared product utilizes a sophisticated
blend of yarns and textures to create a broken crosshatch pattern.
Choose from nine tonal colorations.

ALPINE RIB With its timeless design and beautifully textured
surface, Alpine Rib delivers the look of your favorite winter sweater
with a warm and cozy feel. Tufted to have a chunky rib effect, the tip
sheared yarns open to deliver softness and comfort. Choose from
thirteen colorations as a platform for any great design scheme.

CRYSTALLINE Created with comfort and style in mind, Crystalline,
is a sensual mix of casual and elegant design. Subtle color tones
gracefully layer across a bolder broken grid pattern, revealing
hints of sheen in the textural loops. Available in seven colorations
developed to compliment any setting.

MARL TWEED Inspired by homespun threads used in classic
embroidery, this design layers colors close together on the color
spectrum with soft bulky yarns to achieve a blissfully warm and
soothing floorcovering. Available in twelve colorations ranging from
light neutrals to deep shades of charcoal and mahogany.

TERRAIN We re-imagined this classic Stria pattern with multiple
yarn infusion texture to give a look that clicks with modern or
traditional décor. Sophisticated colors, tactility, and a strong sense
of depth and texture combine to form this unique floorcovering. Its
ten earth-tone colors are sure to warm up any room.

SILKWOOD Gracefully flowing leaves drape across the floor in
this organic pattern. Silkwood takes the idea of wide stitches to the
floor as leaves evolve into a more modern pattern with hand -made
quality, depth and texture. Its ten colorations provide a beautiful
choice for a wide range of decorating styles.

ELEMENTAL The distinctive blend of textural effects make this
pattern as timeless and elegant as it is fresh and approachable. Its
striated style has great flexibility and a broad application range.
Nine light to mid-toned shades provide a beautiful choice for adding
a dimensional element to any project.

STAMFORD Creating a variation on one of our most classic
designs, the damask is always a popular choice. Now in a larger,
more dramatic scale with a stitched aesthetic, this style has been
modernized for today’s interiors. Offered in 7 traditional tonal
combinations developed to compliment current settings.

TOUCHSTONE A dense layering effect gives this pattern rich
textural characteristics sure to imbue comfort into any space. The
organic and unadorned aesthetic can fit into any décor, becoming
a canvas for endless color and textural accents. Select from nine
colorations to form the foundation for your design scheme.

THREADWORK This classic rhythm-like design has been
reinterpreted into a clean and modern style. Playful textures and
soft colors combine to invite beauty into everyday life. Showcased in
a palette of six harmonious colorations.

PRISMA A linen like pattern merges with organic texture to deliver
a timeless look that will remain smart and stylish through years of
daily use. The construction includes a hint of glimmer that gives
Prisma a luxurious look that will produce a warm and inviting
atmosphere. Nine colorations consisting of graceful natural tones
provide an inspiring canvas to any project.
CRYSTAL STITCH - Prisma

HARDANGER - Silkwood

HARDANGER - Threadwork

The collection brings a strong sense of glamour and sophistication to a space
which is enhanced through a larger scale. The 7 dramatic scale patterns,
playful texture and soft colors make familiar patterns fresh and exciting.

CRETE Always a sumptuous statement maker, this classic Greek
Key design is presented on a soft ribbed foundation. Clean, current
and comfortably modern, Crete will add drama to any space. Six
handsome colorations make up this tailored palette.
HIGHLAND STITCH Inspired by the versatility of the traditional
diamond shape, this pixelated version delivers a casual look with
a modern yet cozy spirit. The tip sheared construction enhances
the pattern with a soft linear texture. Highland Stitch will inject
character to any project with its six fashion forward colors.

HARDANGER - Highland Stitch

CRYSTAL STITCH - Touchstone

CRYSTAL STITCH - Terrain

Product Information
Product Width
13’ 6”
Recommended Pad
Minimum density - 6.5 lbs per cubic foot
Maximum thickness - 7/16”
Lifetime Warranty
All food and beverages stains
Soiling
Pet urine stains
Static Shock
Additional Limited Warranties
25-Year Abrasive Wear
25-Year Texture Retention
2-Year Latent Manufacturing Defects

Ordering Information:
2710024567
2710024566
2710024884

Milliken Crystal Stitch Collection Range - carpet samples only
Milliken Hardanger Collection Range - carpet samples only
Vertifall Display Unit - display unit and header of your choice

Tools required:
Shipping Size (approximate):
Shipping Weight (approximate):
Display Size (assembled):

Crystal Stitch Collection Range +
Display Rack and Header

Screwdriver and Hex Key
40”W x 30”D x 80”H and
29”W x 20”D x 35”H
146 lbs.			
30”W x 24.5”D x 74” H

Display components will be shipped via common carrier on one pallet. One hour
assembly. Vertifall display units sold separately - one unit required for Crystal
Stitch Collection Range, two units for Hardanger or three total for both.
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Hardanger Collection Range +
2 Display Racks and Headers

Screwdriver and Hex Key
40”W x 30”D x 80”H and
29”W x 20”D x 47”H
270 lbs.			
60”W x 24.5”D x 74”H

Vertifall Display Unit Only

Screwdriver and Hex Key
30”W x 24.5”D x 65.625” H
75 lbs.
30”W x 24.5”D x 65.625” H

